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CREDENTIALS - '•■/)-*i--*.*.t- ^--f , ;■■ *...■ :-r.-.;:.:-■■•1.: -■■■-i:'-;^ ^- ■■>•■■, .-•■-. .I-..-;.-/.*..-v-

(.•:■■::■ :■■ i-.-:-.:The.!CHAIRMANvsaid that'/ in ac6ld'rdance :wii;h rule' 13 of the Commis-'

siqix^s. rules .of: ■■procedure,-'the credentials of representatives' had been examined

J&< the-/Chairman, -the'Vic'e-Chai-rmeh: and the-Rapporteur and found to be in orderi

SUB^IEGIONAL ECONOMIC, CO-OPERATION: ,(e/CN. 14/599,. <.E/CN>14/UNCTAD.Il/4 (agenda-

item 7.. (i)) . ■ _ _ . ,„._... . . ■ ;.., ,...--.. ..'.-■ ■_-. • .-..;.■;:«-.--.L ;.../ ■■-,[■':•■.•':■'

•,.;■:.■; Mri-.MEJNSAH (Secretariat), 'introducing the item,:. said'tliat since *'"'""■'

the .Commission^ last'meeting;-1 Africah'couhtries had made progress' in crea'1;-"

ing:pr;consolidating'institutiPns for economic co-operation. ' The'situation

_as,.it,.$3p.ated. at--the- end 'of .\a 967 was ' described -in ■ document B/ciP.l'4/UMCTAft I±/4-

The highlights of further '.progress .made" during' that'year wefe the'coming: into

:fprce,fpf .the Treaty for'::East-African 'Co-operation ;in 'Decem'ber 1967' anld the'y''"'"

first:formal agreement: by-re'pres'erit'ativ-es-of'West African States : to'e'stabiisli

a.-eub-rregional-economic'"c'bnimuiiity■•'■'' : :'*-'"" ■ " ;"' ■-.- •■■■"■ ■ ■ ' -' -; ■

'"' The'Tr'ekty of'the East African Communiiy was being implemented and ' ..

Burundi, Ethiopia, Somalia, Zambia and Rwanda had applied to participate in

tl :the:-.Qommunity.»-.:-:I?r.eliminary talks had been'held with'those countries'and a

series-pf negotiations was 'a'bout"1 to1'begin. "The"greatest immediate "interest"' ''

of some; Of;-the:: applicant: countries lafr "iri strengthening tr'ariBport' and communica

tion linkS'between-the'mselves-ahd'the^East'Afric'an-couhtri'es' but iH; had' also1 '

been-prpppsed-'.that a-.free,:/trade area,-.or a similar trading arrangement, be;;

established between the ■Community and-some of ^the' applicant 'countries. :: r' "■""

■"* 'The''United' Nations nad"expended support'to the Community, especially in

preparing for1"the'enlargement'of'its memberships and-links had been established

with the Arusha secretariat and the East African Development Bank. Since the

■ local 'technical ^resources available ::for-- strengthening the Community's insti-

,.,-. tutions :had.;to .be' supplemented',from: ■ou.tsid.evv^ECA'vsihd o'thser Urti-tea- Natl:6ris':' -T"

.agenoies,-had*maintained' cbntaci-f-wi'th- thei-Conimuni'tyr;in.''order'1-tb ascertain arid""■'

try^; :tq..meet-.itSi'needs»: ■■ ■:■;" ■:$:■/':;■. -.:•:>:;"/ t) "r-.■'■■.■■■■: •■■■■-•■•- '■.••.-■.■:..•-,■■.■'-■ ":.'~ •' ;■';'■"•• ■■

~'::tn 1rfest''Af'ri6a,"the''effect' of"the'Hea'ds bPstate" Conference held in Mon-"

rovia: in"1 April 1^68" was "to' bring■■ in the'Heads of State Conference as'the1'

; apex-'tb -tole institutions created' "try'^he" Accra' protocol." *A" draft of a treaty
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establishing the new West African Community had been circulated and would! be

discussed at ministerial.level in the near future. It had to be pointed out,

however, that five, of the fourteen countries in the West African sub-region

were not parties to the arrangement established in Monrovia. Pour States had

not been represented and the participation of the fifth had been curtailed

by internal1 political developments. It still remained to be seen/ therefore,

whether the countries of the sub-region could be united together in a ■formal

group for economic co-operation. It was apparent that because of the large

number, of independent countries involved, any West African economic arrange

ment would-be difficult to achieve. It was equally obvious, however,' that "

effective- economic co-operation would-bring real gains -to the larger and smal

ler economies of the region and have consequences of decisive significance ■

during the coming decade. It might be prudent to examine various intermediate

stages and,activities while the sub^regional structure was being built up but

a major part of the West African market should be unified in order' to achieve

meaningful co-operation, rationalize the use of capital and accelerate econo

mic growth. .,..-■

In its approach to the question of West African sub-regional co-operation,

ECA had placed great emphasis on the elaboration of specific projects and

programmes which would constitute the substance of economic co-operation

among West African countries when the group's formal machinery was finally

established. In pursuance of that policy it had worked and would continue

to work, with a number of countries in the sub-region on more limited pro

jects for increasing economic contacts between them and their neighbours and

for expanding sub-regional trade flows in items for, which production capacity,

already existed in some of them. . /

-.In North Africa, the Maghreb countries had made studies on transport links

and possible-multinational transport undertakings. and a Joint Centre for Indus

trial Studies, financed by UNDP, had been established in Libya. -The geographi

cal scope of organized co-operation in North Afrioa had not been enlarged since

1967 but new studies for the co-ordinated industrial development of the sub-

region, including. Sudan and .the .United Arab Republic, were-being completed ■;•:■••■

for the ECA secretariat. North Africa's ability to .meet-the area's requirements
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in manufactures was greater than that of other sub-regions and its level of.

economic development enabled it to embark oh newF more' advanced, industrial

development. If however, they were to develop their possibilities, the

countries of the region.would have to agree to proceed jointly in developing

certain tranches- of industry and to buy industrial products from each other,

where necessary granting special concessions to one another. '

As to Central Africa, at the beginning of 1968 UNDEAC had' been in a state

of some disarray owing, in part, to the CommunityTs inability to produce and

implement a significant programme for balanced development. The land-locked

members of the Community had joined a new economic grouping with the Democra

tic Republic of Congo but the grouping had not remained stable for very long.

By December 1968, the Central African Republic had decided to -rejoin UDEAC

and commercial activities between it and. its two recent partners in the new

grouping were 'disrupted. Fortunately, the three countries concerned had

decided to resume'trade*with each other. Throughout those developments Chad

had maintained iis trading links and reaffirmed its intention to co-operate,

with UDEAC, It had hot, however, rejoined the Community.* ■

There was, therefore, a question mark over the future of economic co

operation in the Central African sub-region. The .essential task was to add

the ''market ;and productive capacity of the Democratic Republic of Congo to those

of the five other countries of the sub-region so as to create a substantial

and viable economic unit in Central Africa* To that .end the ECA secretariat

was preparing a oet of co-ordinaoion studies which would outline .some of the

possibilities for joint development in the sub-rregion. .. ■ . , .

The most striking shortcoming in economic co-operation in all four sub-

regions was the paucity of specific"measures and programmes which had been

implemented as compared to the political agreements which" had been reached.

" The.potential of co-operative development as a tool for accelerating African

countries1 growth rate had try and large not been exploited; in a number of

cases/ indeed, it seeded'that the"potential was'barely perceived. ; The sec-
■ i.. '•■ ■ - . ■ ■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ •

retariat considered, however," that it should pursue and deepen its" technical
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. . studies and,increase "their persuasiveness so. to encourage States .to take more .

vigorous action.. . t:. . . .....: ...., . .- , .. i *

■■-■. .■■-]'.-i.}-:.'■■ . ECA Was also preparing with the assistance, of the-United Nations; Centre

"■■■: for-Development ^Planning, Projections and Policies;- FAO, UNCTAD-.and-UNIDO,

multi-sectoral Btudies of the possible pattern and pace of;.development/of the

:... East ..and West African sub-regions during the second Development, Decade. On

- the .basis., of. those studies the. secretariat would pursue its efforts to promote

....... co-rpperation in,the way set out,, in the programme of ..work submitted to the

, ;..pommi,ssipn. (E/CN. 14/447-). ,--.,.

.. "! V: ■" ^ that1 programme" was endorsed it would be necessary'.furtiher. to ;.s;trengthen

'■.'■ECA'si"dapaci;ty to assist multinational groups in-Africa. -In areas^rwliere

■ ■- institutions for ■:economic co-operation were yet. to be Established .the: secre-

'tariat "should produce rsets of proposals. on ■".institutional.matters andrs-ubstan-

' i*1'1 tive programmes of action'that would persuade' member:countries''ito .es'.ta'ljlish

■■!i'!> 'arrangements for co-operation." Further studies wertf al:so required, in 1 order

to put more development1 content into the institutional arrangements of.group-

..., ;.in^s... already established. . .■ ;. , ,- • -..■■...

; ' "EGA had proposed, and the United Nations Committee.for .Devel.opm.ent Plann-

'• ing had agreed^ that during the second Development Decade multinational co-

1 operation should constitute"one of the most important elements ;in African

■ ■•■■development strategy „■ To be meaningful, ..co-operation must take;the form of

': specific ■development projects in agriculture, industry^ infrastruqture and

^trade and for that to. happen the international:agencies must supplement local

..a -., efforts.^.perfprming_some of the civil .service, technical and advisory

, work.-ncrmally done by,.national and community offici£ils. There was a minimum

,- level,-.below which activities to;proraote economic, co-operation could not

:■■: ■■■ - produQe■ xesults. If the technical .proposals submitted to governments were

-. .not^.ersuasivei.. did-not take account of the interests of the participating

-v,.: countries or provide .the means of attracting capital for development they

r... could not serve the purposes ofH economic, co-operation. .-:-..,,
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Mr. BOUHJAKDI (Algeria) said that-the inclusion in the agenda of

an. item on sub-regional economic co-operation .proved the importance all mem

ber States attached to that matter in/preparing their new development strax-

. egy. It also implied that ..sufficient progress had been made- at the planning

level.'to enable States to determine the ways and means of promoting- "crade

expansion and regional integration. The significance of developing countries'

approach to the question could not be overemphasized, for there was no denying

the political generosity underlying existing trends in certain countries,

particularly those of North Africa. '

The peoples of the Maghreb had been motivated by history,, geography and

language to form an integrated economic grouping. That grouping was viewed

not as a.phenomenon, in itself but as linked to the general move to reduce and

eliminate, the effects of the balkanization to which the continent had been •

subjected'-. It was with that end in, view that, together with Niger, Mali and

.Tunisia, Algeria had made a pre—investment study-for-a-trans—Saharan road, a

means of communication essential to the development of trade between the nortV

and south of the .continent. "

The results of their studies had led the Maghreb countries to draw up a

draft inter-Governmental agreement under which a list would be prepared of

industries to be developed and steps would be taken to liberalize trade,

develop a multilateral payments machinery and establish a Maghreb "ihtogra-

tion bank. In addition, since receiving independence, the Maghreb countries

had co-operated in forming themselves into an economic unit, an endeavour tik

which, because they were all at more or less the same stage of development;

they had not encountered some of the difficulties facing other regional

groupings. •' ■ " ■ - ,"

The ECA secretariat had lent valuable assistance to the Maghreb coun

tries in their efforts to achieve economic integration. It had to be empha

sized, however, that the purpose of international action'should be to support--

not reorientate, initiatives and policies for which the grouping concerned

alone was responsible. That was particularly true in the matter of investmen

policies and the World Bank-should reconsider its' attitude to public uudei—

takings and take account of the importance of the public sector in the build

ing of truly independent economies.
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: Since^attaining independence, Algeria bad develop©d: economic and- trade

.relations with its .neighbours,.other.African countries,-the socialist coun-

. tries and , the -west.. It looked upon the e-conottdc. groupings envisaged for

. . Africa as dynamic elements of an''international co-operation whioh' would

- ,-,benefit both developing and developed countries. ' , ■ ""

Mr. ABEELLAH (Tunisia) said that sub-regional co-operation was the-

surest way to achieve higher living standards and a1 market economy. The

Maghreb provided an example of the type of 'sub^regional co-operation liable

. . to succeed in Africa, .' It was on 29 September 1964 that the Ministers of

-Economy of-the Maghreb countries had'determined their1 approach to-the ques

tion of economic co-ordination and opted, for a procedure which would1'lead,

gradually,-to the establishment of an economic union. To that'end, they

■ .had decided to establish;, at:|B*nis, a Maghreb Permanent -Advisory Committee

,:. .... responsible for s.tudyihg all problems relating to economic- co—operation'; in

. _. North Africa and proposing measures for achieving such co-operation. That

Committee, had met at Algiers in March 1965 when it had decided to set up a

Maghreb Commission on trade relations responsible for examining measures

liable to promote the development of inter-Maghreb trade and co-:prdinating

trade relations: between the Maghreb countries and those of the. European1. -

Economic Community ;.n particular and other economic groupings in general.

The Permanent Committes had-also decided to. establish a .Maghreb, Industrial

Committee responsible for effecting co-ordination in iron and steel^.auto

mobile assembly,- radio equipment and glassmaking. Finally,, with the esta

blishment of Maghreb Coinmitte.e& 0:1 Posts and Telecomniun^cations, Transport ■

and Communication's, Touricm. Statistics, National Accounts the Permanent

Committee had 's,et up a coherent network of committees "to promote co-operatioi:

wherever possible.' . -

The Ministers of Economy hsd also agreed to establish, at Tiij)oli,. a

Maghreb Industrial Studies Centre responsible for ■making general studies, on-

industrialization and specific viability s-fcudies, priority being given to

studies relating to two or niqre ccuntrie.s- .- ■ ' . :: :, . ■, ■.
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■:*" - At the' Tripoli -Conference in May 1965 the Ministers of Economy had re

commended- the harmonization of agricultural exports and' the establishment of

.■'.-specialized commodity councils. At their conference in Algiers in February

,1966 they had adopted-the reports of the Permanent Committee on tourism,

^transport and national accounts, and at Tunis, in 1967, had discussed the

ways and means of achieving economic unity and entrusted the Permanent Com

mittee with the task of preparing a draft-inter-Governmental agreement for a

period,of five years. "• The programme for economic co-operation would be based

. on the:.following principles: the establishment of industries "whose products

-would enjoy free access to the markets of all- Maghreb countries;' linear trade

liberalization; increased agricultural trade; the establishment of a Maghreb

integration bank; establishment of a multilateral payments machinery and

equitable sharing of benefits-. The ..Permanent Committee .had therefore made

studies on trade liberalization, external payments, tariff .and non^tariff

barriers, means of increasing agricultural production and industrial inte

gration; . ' . ' '-..•,.■■

, The.progress already made and the close links being.established between

■|;hem, led the Maghreb countries to believe that the first stage of their ex

periment would produce satisfactory results and lead eventually'to a Maghreb

economic union. . ■-...■■

It was interesting to note, too, that efforts at co-ordination were also

being made in such.sectors as justice, national education, radio and televi

sion, culture and the arts,, sports and training. It was to'be hoped that the

Maghreb Permanent Advisory Committee would receive increased assistance from

the ECA regional office and that the two bodies would co-operate even more

closely than they had done in the past.
i. ■.- . ■ ■ ■ . ■ ■ u

jr -i;. . ^ MALUMBA (Democratic Republic of Congo) said that the objecti- .

■Vity WiS" ,which.the question of sub-regional co-operation was dealt with in

the Secretary-General's report was a matter, for satisfaction. The report

stated that progress in the.matter was irregular and it was indeed a fact

that in the sub-region to'which his country belonged.no progress whatever

'had: been made. ' ' " .
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It had been proved that industrialization was essential to development

and .no one could deny that African countries wanted to industrialize. It haft -

to be admitted, too, that that desire tended to upset the international divi

sion of labour which had prevailed in colonial times and under which coun- *•

tries under colonial domination were condemned to produce primary commodi

ties. Similarly, there was no denying that one of the factors impeding the

industrialization of developing countries was the smallness of national mar

kets and the lack of local demand for industrial goods. In addition, a young

, country was unable, on its own, to make the extensive investments necessary

to achieve industrialization. Recognition of those facts led to the conclu

sion that African countries would have to regroup themselves and expand their

industrial bases. ■. ' ■

The first area in which co-operation was necessary was industry, in

which a distinction should be made between small industries which could use

the local markets and larger industries which called for co-ordinated action

by the. countries of the sub-region and for which large markets were necessary.

Co-operation was necessary in agriculture, top, for industrial develop

ment had to be based on a sound agriculture. It seemed, however, that because

of the inadequacy of transport links and the lack of complementarity in the

structure of agricultural production and consumption, agricultural co

operation was very difficult to achieve.

Energy and port installations were other areas in which co-operation was

necessary. Countries should be encouraged to build relatively large dams

capable of minimizing investment cost per kilowatt hour and reducing the

price of the current. ' >

The sub-regional office had an important role to play in achieving co

operation in all those areas. It should help the countries of the sub-region

•..to identify regional projects, prepare studies on those projects and advise

member States on the establishment of an institutional framework. .

That was why his delegation regretted the Executive-Secretary's indiffer

ence to the Central African regional office and requested that the sub-regional

office at Kinshasa be provided with a Director and competent experts as soon

as possible.
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Mr. GOWA (Uganda), said that successful economic co-operation called for

political goodwill and sacrifice on the part of the Governments concerned.

It was, however, only throu^i such co-operation that African countries would *

be able to secure the large markets required for their industries. It was

necessary, in that connexion, to distinguish between three types of indus

tries, namely, small-scale industries which could" depend on local markets,

national,large-scale.industries which would need the markets of more than

one country, and multinational large-scale industries in which more than one

country invested and whose products .were marketed in several countries.

The importance of economic co-operation could not be overemphasized,

Uganda, for instance, was developing its livestock industry but unless its .

neighbours co-operated' with it in controlling animal diseases its efforts

would be of no.avail. Because of the importance-of such co-operation, effort

must be made to equip the sub-regional offices with qualified staff who would

assist countries in identifying the missing links in transport systems and

identifying projects which could be undertaken on a multinational basis.

The African countries would undoubtedly benefit through co-operation.

Many African countries, for instance, had started to industrialize with a ■■

view to import.substitution but had found that owing to the smallness of

markets, the scope for import substitution was very limited. It was impor

tant, therefore, for African countries to turn their attention to industries

which could supply more than one country and make.use of mass production

methods, for it was only in that way that African industries would be able

to withstand international competition and offer Africans cheaper consumer

goods. As the age was one of interdependence, attention must be paid to '

overseas as well as local markets. The East African countries realized

the importance of overseas markets as was evidenced by their association. .

with the European Economic Community. . -.

The.ECA secretariat could rely-on Uganda's support'in its efforts to '

promote sub-regional economic co-operation.
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Mr, ABBAI (Ethiopia) aaid that the doctrine of sub-regiona*. .co-opera

tion in Africa had "been initiated and;;elabora;ted by ECA, and sanctioned

by meetings of Heads of State on various occasions. Ethiopia believed,

that, in the absence of such co-operation, most African countries'-could,

not achieve significant economic progress.. It therefore associateditself

fuliy. ™±th ECA's endeavour to achieve regional integration of■,the East.-

African countries. It also felt however that the. bes/t means of-achieving

economic co-operation, at any. rate in the. .African region,: was -for .-those

East African countries not associated in. the East African1 Economic :v . ,

Community to apply directly for membership. Since, despite the. undoubted

similarities'between, most African countries, there were also, differences,

Accordingly, Ethiopia had applied for association in the East African :.

Economic1 Community and would shortly be discussing its accommodation

within the'Community'with its representatives. Ethiopia realized tha.t an

association between relatively industrially advanced countries and those,

that were less advanced, was hot a' simple matter and that appropriate,

methods had Jo be de;vised for a gradual accommodation between both.

Ethiopia and. the Community members appreciated* that problem, liowever, and

he w.as .hopeful, that such methods.would be devised. :■•'"' ; ' '■"■"

■ Las'tly, he suggested'that, since several African countries had applied

to-'joiri the East African Economic Community, ECA's work might, usefully

be directed"toward1^ that' end. : ;
■■/

Mr. SALIM (CJiad) stressed that ECA should promo.te, the ac-tiyities of

groupings operating at the sub-regional-level. Only ■ thus.-.would Africa

be able to achieve its ultimate goal^of integration and self-reliance* '

Jt was encouraging:to.note the establishment-of the East Afriban"

Economic.. Community and. the Maghreb Union in East and? 'North Africa respec

tively, as well as West AfricaTs efforts to1 set up a: similar union." The '

same could not be said of the Central African sub-region-,- however, where

there had been ho co-operation whatsoever between member States within the

framework of ECA. Though studies on all the other sub-regions had been -

submitted to the present session, studies on Central Africa were conspicuous
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by their absence. Despite the resolutions adopted'at:'the Commission's

eighth session, -the- sub-regional office still-had" no Director and he did not

even know whether the secretariat had tried to find a suitable person for

the post. Since hp had arrived in Addis for " the present session, not one

member,, of the sub-regional office had approached his delegation to discuss

the.region's problems. It was a serious matter and the secretariat should

be called upon to ^furnish an explanation. Further,, he requested the

Executive Secretary to take due note of the situation and to appoint a

responsible official to the sub-regional office before the meeting of the

Executive Committee .(set up "under resolution E/CU.14/HES/l88( IX) ). His

delegation had drafted a resolution on the sub-regional office, in view of

its crucial importance to all member countries in the region. There was no

reason why the Central African region should be neglected and he sincerely

hoped that-the matter, which had already been discussed at three sessions,

would not have to be raised again at yet another session.

Mr; LOKO (Dahomey) said, that his remarks on the document-before the

Commission pertained specifically to ,the following four points: first,

the institutional question; secondly, co-operation in:the industrial

sphere; thirdly, co-operation in regard to inter-African .trade; and,

fourthly, the role of the sub-regional offices.

On the first point, he noted that West-Africa, was an exception to

the progress being made towards economic co-operation in some other sub-

regions. The .difficulties encountered in that connexion were due, in his

opinion, to the sub-region's sizable population, its, geographical position

and the economic factors at play. There were, of course, a number of group

ings in the sub-region but ECA should realize that, by encouraging such ■

groupings, 'the kind of co-operation it sought would be achieved. In view

of the extent of the sub-region's problems - problems aggravated by the desire

of each country to preserve its economic dependence - he would ask the
• ... r-

Executive Secretary' to endeavour to persuade Heads of State in the region "

of the need for an economic community.
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.. Referring to the second point - co-operation-in. the industrial

sphere -• he stressed, that such co-operation should be "based, in the main,

on.a rational division of labour and tlfat,, ECA should confine- itself to

less \ambitious projects. . .- . . ■ - ! ■ *

1 " Turning to the third point - co-operation in regard to inter-African

■trade -he said that it-was essential for such co-operation to be closely

linked with co-operation in the industrial sphere.

On ;the fourth and last point -. the. role of the sub-regional offices -

he said that it was extremely unfortunate that the Central African regional

office,, unlike other regional offices, did not have either a Director or

qualified staff. There was, however, a weakness in the. West African regional

office too, since there was no contact between member States.and the staff

of that office. If the latter were, in,fact, attending the present session,,

then they should present a report on their activities and e&tablish contact

with member States. In that connexion, he recalled that the Executive

Secretary had himself stressed the'need for competent staff and urged the

secretariat, henceforth, to make a special effort to ensure that the

■regional offices were organized in such a way that member States could

'draw benefit from'them.'■ '. • ' ;

In conclusion, he said that the African Development Bank (ADB) was

■a valuable instrument in the service of Africa. The creation of the ADB

was a success for the Executive Secretary, who had been at the origin of

its creation,' and it was to be hoped" that he would repeat that success in

coming years. ■. ■ ■

Mr. ASSOUMOU (Cameroon) supported .the views, expressed .by. the

representatives of Chad, the iDemocratic Republic of Congo, and,Dahomey.

He fully agreed that one of ECA's mistakes, was to be overly ambitious, the

reason being that it wished to achieve total economic integration

throughout the sub-regions forthwith. .ECA talked of balanced programmes

and integrated markets but that, in. his . opinion, was the- end-result,

rather than the beginning, of co-operation. If ECA started at the end,

he feared it would never achieve the desired results.
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I,t was evident from the initiatives taken by those, sub-rregions where

progress towards, economic co-operatiori. had been greatest that real co

operation had to start with specific objectives, on the basis of which

a broader co-operation could be developed until the sub-region was fully-

integrated. To that end, iiiCA shouia help member States to strengthen

programmes already being carried out. It should, of course, also organize

and build up the regional offices - a point of capital importance though

he would not dwell on it, apart from saying that he trusted 'that the Commis-r

sion would not have occasion to return to the matter at its next session.

The DEPUTY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, replying to points raised on the

Central African regional office in Kinshasa, recalled that the secretariat

had" been requested, under the terms of a resolution adopted at the

Commission's eighth session, to recruit a national froa one of the

countries in the sub-region as Director of the regional office* Only two

replies had been received to the letter the secretariat had sent in I967

to all governments requesting them to present candidates, one of which

candidatures had been withdrawn. The other candidate, presented by

Cameroon, had also subsequently been withdrawn and it was only during the

past week that the secretariat had received the name of the candidate

finally nominated by Cameroon. He assured the Commission that the

secretariat would proceed to engage that candidate forthwith,,

He fully agreed that the Director of a sub-regional office should

be-in contact with governments and -that the offices should, to a certain

extent, serve as the intermediary between ECA and governments. During

1968, the secretariat had endeavoured in so far as possible to promote

such contact but, as the Commission wero aware, there were certain

financial limitations on travel.

The staff of regional offices consisted of the Director, a general

economist and an administrative secretary,, It was understood, however, that

experts could be appointed for a limited period, cr a staff member, sent

from ECA, to deal with special problems. - Thus, though regional offices were

slight in structure, they were at the same time dynamic. He -assured the
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Commission that the secretariat would endeavour to solve the problem

of the Central African sub-regional office - a problem that had been

its concern since 1967» ; '

Lastly, he announced that a meeting was to be.held .with .Directors

of the.sub-regional offices at the. end.of the present session,■- -'That

meeting would study, programmes and. determine how the offices could best

serve the respective sub-regions, - . . :- - - ..
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.... ■.'■/. • -.Mr- GABDOU tChad.) recalled:■ that the Central'African sub-region

.-.. ,. had,been established-at.the. ECA's 7th. sessioh-ih'Nairobi and'-tha't in

, ■: ,. I966 a Direptpr of .Camercron nationality, although probably riot "a Govern-

... .;.ment:candidate had been .appointed by the Secretariat without consulting

member States. The latter had, however, acc-ep'ted his candidature in

order to bring' the sub-regional office into being, but he had subsequent

ly been removed from office and temporarily replaced by a member; of the

Secretariat. The latter, although energetic and experienced,, suffered

from the lack of co-operation between the secretariat and member States.

She problem had been raised again in Lagos, and.resolution 179 (YIH)

had recommended co-operation between the secretariat and member States

:'.'.'on the'points interesting the latter and especially on the nomination

:- of:'a'Director in consultation with member States. He was pleased to

.:'■ 'hear-that ;a candidate1 of Cameroon nationality was about to.be appointed,

■''. * as agreed- In- Nairobi'.1''

Mr. LOKA, (Dahomey) drew attention, to two .important points in

" ~ the Deputy Executive Secretary's statement: firstly, the responsibility

of the sub-regional office to co-ordinate work on the level of^member

'"States and secondly, the fact that financial considerations,prevented

the sub-regional, secretariat from visiting member States more-often.

It was praiseirortjiy to economise, but not on vital, issues such'as/the

sub-regional offices. It was .essential for the staff of those offices

; to get to know member States and their problems in order to help Jkern.

•Missions were, in fact, sent to various countries, but 'usually achieved

: : 'littleii Nor'was it always true ttiat an expert was immediately sent

-.'■• :whe'n a'country'applied'for one.' Sometimes i/was'told that a"sui table

-. -.expert was-hot'available* ' • ■ ' •

Another way in which the sub-regional offices could be useful was

.in.recommending" projects of interest t'of'several different countries,

• -since tHey possessed'knowledge o'f all of "them. His delegation,, there

fore, considered that financial restrictions should not apply to sub-

regional offices, tha-t' there should be more contact between them and

member States and that their objectives should be more clearly defined.
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■ Mr. BOUDJAEDI-(Algeria) said that his country greatly appreoiated

the co-operative spirit of the North African sub-regional office' at *

Tangiers. He agreed, .however, with, the previous speaker that financial

resources should be found to enable there to be frequent contact between

those offices and member .States to enable them to co-ordinate essential

regional integration. ■ . . . ■ .

■ - ' 'Mr. MUTTI (Zambia) was gratified to note that ECA was taking

an interest in economic co-operation in Africa. Before independence,

■ there had been economic groupings of African States to serve the, interests

of the colonialists. Such' groupings were equally necessary now that

'countries had become independent.

Unfortunately, political ideologies could interfere in economic

associations. His country, which was not only land-locked, but also

surrounded by countries hostile to it, had had to transfer its economic

links from its traditional partners in the south at great cost to,its

''economy. It had received scant assistance in its search for alternative

■economic links and had been discouraged by countries with vested financial

interests from breaking with the south. It had formally'applied for

■membership of the East African Economic Community and had signed trade

agreements with the Democratic Republic of Congo and Burundi. It

maintained very low tariffs to encourage African countries to trade

with "it and hoped that they would make reciprocal adjustments.

Other countries were in even worse geographical situations and

his delegation appealed to the countries in a position to change the

regimes in Southern Rhodesia, Angola and Mozambique to do so, not through

costly sanctions, but through political control. If Southern Rhodesia

became a member of the East African Economic Community, it would speed

up regional economic co-operation, upon which development depended.

His delegation whole-heartedly supported the recommendations in

document E/CN.U/UNCTAJ) n/4 and felt that ECA should be. given every

assistance1 in its work to further African self-reliance.
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• Mrs.. CALDIS (Observer for Greece), speaking at the invitation

of the Chairman, expressed surprise.at the large gap between developed

and developing countries and the fact that it was constantly widening.

Her country stood mid—way between the destitute and the fortunate peoples

of the world. Like the African countries? it was finding it difficult '

to compete- with the highly developed countries and was therefore in a {

position to understand the problems of the developing countries. Its r

Government was determined to help the African countries to reduce the ■]■

gap between rich and poor countries and to progress from poverty to pro— i

sperity. Greece could not offer money or natural resources but could .'■;
if ~

put at the disposal of the African countries its specialized training I

facilities of all types, according to the specific needs of each country's '"
\ ■ ■ ' ■ j

development plans. That it did with no ulterior motive because it had i -

never been a colonialist country* (

In 1968, during the 33rd International Fair of Salonika, it had

organized the first International Regional Development Meeting to which

developing countries from all over the world, and above all the African

countries, had been invited. All participants had emphasized the useful

ness of.the Meeting and had hoped that more would be held.

The Greek Government had decided to establish a co-ordination office

in an African country to be designated by herself„

■'• ■ - ' Mr. MENSAH (Secretariat) said that the substantive divisions

in the Headquarters Secretariat trci'-o responsible -for the work being done ;

in each sub-region and that their staff worked as a pool which was at .;

the disposal of member Governments, j

.-■' ■

Member States themselves decided on the choice and composition of ;'
-1

the sub-regional groups.■ EGA had always urged that they should be stable,

so that the advantages of one type of co-operation for one. country might

be balanced against those of another type of co-operation for another

country. . ■ . .

In the absence of a Director of the "Sast African sub-regional office,

be had held a meeting of representatives of that region the previous ,

/:'■■..
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day and another would "be held the same afternoon to discuss the work

programme for the sub—region and deplete, when .the Secretariat should

..begin-to. promote co-operation.- . - . ■ ;. . .

:' •■ - Ihe ECA secretariat itself could not define a project for economic

co—operation but could'only make suggestions for member: States' approval.

It had made many suggestions for possible' co-operation and was 'ready

:'i"to help and advise once member States had decided which they .wished to

1 pursue1. ' There mustj however, be a forum at: which such" suggestions and

■ studies could be discussed1because their implementation depended'on the

: situation in the individual countries. One representative had"suggested

" that, in'additiori to promoting inter-African trade, the secretariat

:" " should take steps-toheip countries which at present had hothingto sell

to' develop their trade potential. ..'...

He reaffirmed on behalf of the secretariat that when a member State

requested any type of assistance", that request would immediately be

J complied with. Ihe Commission had, for instance,' assisted the East

1 African countries in their negotiations when their immediate-neighbours

■ had"applied to join the EASC and was helping several other-countries

at their own request, ■ ■ ' ■

.*' : .■-■■-■."'• ' -Mr. MOUSSALLI (Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
i ■" '- . ...'...■■..,:

for Refugees) speaking1 at tho invitation of the ChairmanjJ said that

. , although the .problem ■of refugees was not confined, to the^African con-

- ' tinentj.-it was most acute there, vriiere thora-werq about: 850,000 refugees.

:- ■•* " Ihe mandate of' the Office'expressly stated that its work should

be entirely humanitarian and social and non—political. Its main func-

■ . tionwas'to provide international[protection for refugees and'to seek

.permanent: solutions tc their problems by. facilitating their voluntary

. .repatriation or their assimilation within new natipnal ..communities

through local integration or re-settlement, in another-pountry; :The aim

of international protection was to safeguard their legitimate" fights

and interests and encourage Governments to put them as much as possible

on a par with their own nationals. .. .
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,1b achieve permanent, solutions,for. refugees, UNHCH put into effect
a limited material assistance programme in order to assist Governments

to discharge their responsibilities towards refugees. Since UmCR was
not operational, projects for assistance to refugees in the framework

of its programmes were implemented by. voluntary agencies, specialized "
organizations, or local authorities. The projects varied widely '

according to the composition of the refugee group'concerned and'local"

conditions. Emergency r.elief might also be retired, including care

and maintenance and temporary medical assistance in the case of a sudden

influx of new refugees or an emergency situation which'could not be fully
'dealt with by the country of asylum. ' . .

• Administrative, expenditure came under the United Nations budget

tut material assistance programmes were financed through voluntary

contributions from governments and non-governmental sources. OTHCR's '
financial.target for 1969 was 85.6 million, 58 per'cent of which was '
allocated to Africa and the. remaining 42 per cent'to the rest of the '

There were,two main types of problems in Africa, those resulting !
from the influx of masSes of refugees and those resulting from the '

situation of individual highly-educated refugees.

The vast majorityof' the first group had. an agricultural-background
and possessed no property or resources of. their own. .. Oheir characL- -
tics were the suddenness and rate of influx and .the fact that-successful

-integration m asricu]+hta /ic-r.Q«j-,j
. S tUTe fended on seasonal and.climatic conditions

so that the emergency relief stage might last a considerable time. The
first need .of any new group of refugees'was food and medical help in

uirorid faminS ^ ePiderai08- ^ ™ —lly provided by the .. -
country o± reception wi +h* +w ■ -' -,■■■■■ „ . ■.. ■ • ■•

- , ' e suPPort °f UNHCil and bilateral assistance ...

other, governments and organizations when necessary. At the first '
emergency stage, co-operation between UNHCR and other members of the ' "

United Nations family oould.be of major.importance, especially in
determining how the. refugees cculd.become self-supporting as soon as
possible through local settlement if they did not wish to accept voluntary
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repatriation... ,In -that respect, cor-operation' with EGA'could be of utmost

importance for..refugees- and,.local populations-alike for'its "social and ''

economic surveys, drawn, up /'by experts in>long-term; planning, could ' : '"

provide valuable solutions ..to their, problems;"". It would, of" course, be '

inconceivable to give refugees,.better facilities'than those enjoyed by '

the local inhabitants, .Resolution I83 (VTIl) '..therefore emphasized' the'

integration of the refugees, and. co-operation1-- between-ECA, tfNHCR arid '

, other United Nations programmes and-specialized agencies in economic' '

and social service leading,to-joint development prdjects of" common "

interest ,to refugees and local -populations.. -' ■ - v " ' " '. ' ''":^

The second category of refugees - those who had received a higher ,

education in their own country, their country Of asylum or "Other "''^"'"

countries -was .one of. the most.acute problems, facing the'High1 Commie- '

sioner. Bieir numbers' were increasing-yearly-and1 "it was difficult'"'^ \

find employment where full use pould.be made of their' skills.' '" Die"1 size.'

of that problem hadled.to the .convening-of a Conference* by UHHCR, 'eCA ■<U'

and OAU in Addis Ababa in 1967, which was attended by representatives ' '

of African,Governments concerned with those problems. : It.adopted various

recommendations which were endorsed by pAlT,. the most important' being •■■•■'

that proposing the establishment of a Bureau for the Placement and"' ^:" ?'

Education of Refugees within thai-Organization's secretariat. Ohe Bureau

was. assisted "by. aiBoard compoeeii:of ECA,i'lJNHCR, UKDP, ILOr-UUESCp. and- i..

to find solutions toth^t new ^problem, in accardance with operative .. ■ :

paragraph .2 of. resolution I83:(viii)r ■ ' '' - '" " "

It was primarily with a view to achieving effective-co-operation :'

with ECA-and' OAU that UHHbR had established- ,its; Regional Office for

Africa in Addis Ababa in 1967. .Practical.co-operation.had been establish

ed between -fiGA'and UMCR and it w.as hoped that the .relationship would1 '
become''veve'n closer". ' " ' . . ,....-.;.

Mr. BOUDJAXDI (AIg,eria) expressed his- delegationfs: apprecia

tion for'UNHCH's action in Africa,, wh.ioh-.would-relieve the suffering "' '"'

and helped the- integ^atipn^of ,thetrefugees; ' The-aid given'by UWHCR to ■ '
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the African governments to help them with the problem of refugees in

their territory and above all to assimilate those who did not wish to

return to their country of origin, was vitally important for a solu

tion of the African refugee problem. It was to be hoped that the

necessary finance would be found to enable that action to be inoreased.

Mr. LOKA (Dahomey) was pleased that the co-operation between

UNHCR and ECA recommended in resolution 183 '(VIIl) had become a reality.

Ihe large number of refugees in Africa merited the attention of ECA so

that a solution should be found .to that problem. His delegation welcomed

the action of UNHCR and ECA and was grateful for their efforts in that

connexion.

The meeting rose at 1:20 p.m.




